
Chronomask®

And the Class III 
treatments become 
a child’s play !

Light Chronomask®

› A COMFORTABLE AND STREAMLINED DESIGN

 Anatomic chin rest, forehead rest completely fl exible, fi eld of vi-
sion completely free and metallic frame reduced at its minimum 
make this orthopaedic mask the lightest and most comfortable 
on the market. 

› UNIQUE SIZE EASY TO ADJUST

 Its measurements have been studied in order to be convenient 
as much for the young children’s as the teenagers. A forehead 
Velcro, an adaptable frame and a discrete set screw of the trac-
tion height make the Chronomask® an orthopaedic mask quickly 
adjustable with an easy managing stock.

› WASHABLE HYGIENIC REST PAD

 Forehead and chin pads are made with a soft and comfortable 
textile, which is washable in washing machine and interchan-
geable. The Chronomask® is delivered with a restock of textile 
pads to maintain in the easiest way these parts which are in 
contact with the skin of our young patients.
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 Connected Chronomask®

› RECORDING OF THE WEARING DATAS

 A sensor records the wearing time periods of the mask and the 
intensity of the used forces.

› PLAYFUL AND MOTIVATING SMARTPHONE APP 
FOR PATIENTS 

 Each week the connected Chronomask® Bluetooth module 
send its datas to a motivating smartphone / tablet application 
belonging to the young patient. If the wearing time is over 12h, 
the children will move forward through 36 adventures on the 
Ekyoki tracks… a young panda whom need the energy coming 
from the Chronomask® wearing time, to fi nd his parents again.

› MONITORING SOFTWARE FOR PRACTITIONERS

 At each appointment, the clinician can control the correct use 
of his medical prescriptions by using a software that presents, 
under average forms and graphical representations, the 
wearing datas of the mask since the previous appointment.
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“ These technological advances 
o� er to the clinician a total control 
over the orthopaedic treatment :
say goodbye to wasted time 
caused by relapses, and welcome to 
modern orthopaedic and e�  ciency ! ”

Dr. Jean-Louis Raymond, 
Chronomask® Inventor.


